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SAMPLE–SHORT PAPER 3
OUTLINE

Figure 1. Umberto Boccioni,
Unique Forms of Continuity in
Space, 1913, casted 1950. Bronze,
47 ¾ x 35 x 15 ¾ in. (121.3 x
88.9 x 40 cm), The Metropolitan
Museum of Art, New York.

subject
arguments
claim

Figure 2. Unknown, Dancing
Celestial Deity (Devata), Early
12th century. Sandstone, H. 33 1/2
in. (85.1 cm), The Metropolitan
Museum of Art, New York.

Working Thesis:
thesis ⇢

The sculptors of Unique Forms of Continuity in Space and Dancing Celestial Deity strove to
convey movement through balance and orientation.

Body Paragraphs:
Section 1: Topic - Visual Description
Body Paragraph 1 (descriptive): Use terms such as mass, volume, surface,
texture, balance (symmetrical/asymmetrical, light.... to describe Unique Forms of
Continuity in Space)
Body Paragraph 2 (descriptive): Use terms such as mass, volume, surface,
texture, balance (symmetrical/asymmetrical, light.... to describe Dancing
Celestial Deity)
Section 2: Topic - Balance
Body Paragraph 3 (persuasive): Explains how the asymmetrical balance of
mass and volume of Figure 1 contributes to the idea of movement
Body Paragraph 4 (persuasive): Explains how the symmetrical balance of
forms in Figure 2 communicates the idea of movement and compares it to the
previous paragraph
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Section 3: Topic - Orientation
Body Paragraph 5 (persuasive): Explains how the orientation of Figure 1
conveys the idea of movement
Body Paragraph 6 (persuasive): Explains how the orientation of Figure 2
conveys the idea of movement and compares it to the previous paragraph

Fully Developed Sample Section 2:
In Boccioni’s Unique Forms of Continuity in Space, the asymmetrical distribution
of volumes suggests a propulsion of the figure, prompting the perception of movement.
evidence
Boccioni positioned the heavier, abstract volumes towards the left of the sculpture, creating
an unbalanced arrangement. As a result, the figure looks like it’s leaning towards the left,
analysis
blurred as though it were caught in the middle of moving forward. The pinched endings
of the volumes resemble air moving past the figure, suggesting an especially fast speed in
which the figure is moving. Boccioni thus “brings together the movement of the striding
evidence
figure with that of the displaces air around that figure.”1 With these organic volumes and
their unbalanced placements, the undefined figure is seemingly undulating under the
analysis
pressure of movement, as though it’s being sculpted by speed rather than by hand. Through
asymmetry, Figure 1’s volumes create the illusion that the figure is rapidly moving forward
concluding
sentence ⇢ through space.

topic sentence ⇢

The sculptor of Figure 2 employed symmetry through his arrangement of volumes
around a central axis, to imply a rotational motion of the figure. In Dancing Celestial Deity,
the heavier volumes – the head, breasts, buttocks and left leg – are distributed evenly around
evidence
a central axis. With this equal distribution around an axis, “the dancer’s body is contorted
in an improbable pose, her legs projecting right as her upper torso and head turn sharply
left.” 2 This symmetry exaggerates the twirling stance of the figure further amplifying the
apparent movement of the dancer. Unlike asymmetrical balance of Unique Forms of
analysis
Continuity in Space that communicates the rapid, forward movement, the symmetrical,
concluding
central arrangement of Figure 2’s volumes serves to emulate the round motion of a
sentence ⇢
spinning dancer.
& comparison to the

topic sentence ⇢

previous paragraph
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